
SHAGGY DOGS BIO 2023 
 
For those who need to belong to a musical tribe, Shaggy Dogs are renegades because they 
do not claim any affiliation. Blues ? Not only. Pub Rock ? Too restrictive! Rock, maybe ? 
Soul ??? A little bit of this and a little bit of that, a subtle melting pot that they call 
Blues’n’Roll fiesta. 
 
Can they be considered rebels and outlaws because they refuse all the clichés associated 
to a defined genre and do not accept conventions ? They have chosen freedom and their 
music is rich of many influences and colours. Their motto : partying with the crowd. 
 
It all started with a Tribute To Lee Brilleaux, Dr Feelgood’s leader. The journey had begun, 
and they were to raise the flag of an energetic and sincere Rock. Since then, our ‘Pub 
Rockers Class Heroes’ have brewed their own “Fiesta Blues’n’Roll” version of their heroes’ 
nectar. Eight albums later, endlessly touring in France, Europe, Canada and even Japan, 
the hounds bite deeper than ever. 

They are back with a brand new five-track Ep, apologizing and saying “Sorry For The 
Delay !” with genius guests as Eric Slim Zhal ( Guitar - Nor) and Sax Gordon (Saxophone - 
US). It’s mostly about time passing by, the lack of time and the importance of taking the 
time. Their priorities have not changed, and they keep repeating that one needs to make 
the most of every single moment.  

Always finely dressed, the dogs stand guard. And to go onboard their new time machine, 
you need to prove your credentials : no showing off, sadness or preconceived ideas. Enter 
into their spatiotemporal crack and rediscover the Rock’n’Roll  Blues big bang! 

 

Jacker :  Guitar 

Toma : Bass 

Ben  : Keyboards/ Backing Vocals 

Vince : Drums 

Red : Lead Vocals / Harp 

 

Contact : Pascal Redondo – 33 6 62 45 80 80 – greenbullet@free.fr 

http://www.shaggy-dogs.com 

http://www.facebook.com/shaggydogs  
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